
—  C H A P T E R  S I X  —

The Infamous James Madison
Ten Commandments Quote

In his introductions to the various versions of his “Unconfirmed
Quotations” list, David Barton has always maintained that “original
sources for these quotes may still surface.” And, as explained in the
previous chapter, Barton actually has been able to find original sources
for a few of the quotes on his list. He has also maintained for the as-
yet-unconfirmed quotes on his list that you can’t prove that someone
didn’t say something. So, if someone, for example, wanted to quote
James Madison as saying to his wife Dolley, “You know, dear, I have to
be honest, I really don’t like ice cream,” nobody would be able to prove
that James Madison didn’t say that because you can’t prove a negative.

There actually is, however, one way to prove beyond any reasonable
doubt that someone didn’t say something, and that is to find the original
source that was misquoted to be turned into the quote in question.

This original source could be something written by the person to
whom the alleged quote is attributed, and be so obviously a misquote
of what that person actually wrote that the alleged quote is clearly
proven to be a misquote. For example, one of the alleged quotes on
Barton’s “Unconfirmed Quotations” list was:

Religion . . . [is] the basis and foundation of government.  –
James Madison

That alleged James Madison quote was so obviously created by



butchering this real quote from Madison’s Memorial and Remonstrance
against religious assessments that there is no question as to what the
original source that was misquoted was:

Because finally, “the equal right of every citizen to the free exercise of

his Religion according to the dictates of conscience” is held by the

same tenure with all our other rights. If we recur to its origin, it is

equally the gift of nature; if we weigh its importance, it cannot be

less dear to us; if we consult the “Declaration of those rights which

pertain to the good people of Virginia, as the basis and foundation

of Government,” it is enumerated with equal solemnity, or rather

studied emphasis.1

Barton eventually changed his description of that quote on his list
from “unconfirmed” to “inaccurate,” saying: “One may only speculate
as to how the error was made.” Yes, one “may only speculate as to how”
those words were plucked from two separate sentences and joined
together with that ellipsis to create that misquote.

The original source misquoted to create an alleged quote can also
be something written or said by someone other than the person to
whom the alleged quote is attributed. Quite often, this happens due to an
honest mistake, and the most common of these honest mistakes is that
someone, when transcribing or reprinting something, mistakenly puts
quotation marks around something that wasn’t originally presented as
a quote. This is particularly likely to happen if someone is transcribing
something from audio, making it hard for the transcriber to tell where
what someone is presenting as a quote ends and where the words of
the person speaking begin. And this appears with virtual certainty to be
exactly how the infamous James Madison ten commandments quote
came to be wrongly attributed to James Madison.

Others who have investigated the history of this quote, most notably
the late Robert Alley, have all stopped at the same point – the earliest
verifiable appearance of the quote, a 1958 calendar published by an
organization called Spiritual Mobilization. 

While a number of slightly differing versions of this alleged Madison
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quote now appear in various revisionist history books and on countless
Christian nationalist websites, the following was the original version, as
quoted from the 1958 Spiritual Mobilization calendar in the January
1958 issue of Progressive Calvinism magazine:

We have staked the whole future of American civilization, not
upon the power of government, far from it. We have staked the
future of all of our political institutions upon the capacity of
mankind for self-government: upon the capacity of each and
all of us to govern ourselves, to control ourselves, to sustain
ourselves according to the Ten Commandments of God.

But the question that has remained unanswered for decades is:
Where did the publisher of the 1958 calendar get it from? That question
can now be answered. The James Madison ten commandments quote was
the result of someone’s misquoting of a speech that Clarence Manion was
traveling the country delivering in the early 1950s. It is in Manion’s
speech that every phrase in the alleged Madison quote can be found. 

Now, it wasn’t that Clarence Manion was deliberately misquoting
Madison. There was a part of his speech, which he was delivering to
countless business associations and conservative organizations across
the country, in which Manion would quote something that Madison
really did say, albeit a paraphrased version of Madison’s words. This real,
although paraphrased, quote from Madison was all that Manion was
presenting as a quote from Madison. The rest of what Manion would say
when using this Madison quote, either when speaking at an event or
using the quote on his radio show, was his commentary about what
Madison said, and it was Manion’s comments about what Madison said
that included the ten commandments statement.

We’ll get to how Manion’s comments got mixed up with James
Madison’s words to result in the Madison ten commandments quote in
a minute, but first a bit about who Clarence Manion was and why he
was traveling the country speaking in the early 1950s.

Clarence Manion was the Dean of the law school at Notre Dame and
one of the big conservative leaders of his day. He was a Joseph McCarthy
supporter whose particular theory as to what would stop communists
from being able to take control of America was the decentralization of
power from the federal government to the states. His reasoning was
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that if communists infiltrated the federal government, they wouldn’t be
able to take control of anything that was under the jurisdiction of the
individual states rather than the federal government, proclaiming that
“States’ rights is your best defense against Communism.”2

To get a sense of what Manion was like, just imagine Glenn Beck
without a blackboard to connect all his conspiracy theories on. Manion,
whose speaking style as well as his conspiracy theories were much the
same as Beck’s, would say things like: “The left wing, please remember,
is strong, well-organized and well-financed. Many gigantic fortunes,
built by virtue of private enterprise under the Constitution, have fallen
under the direction of Internationalists, One-Worlders, Socialists
and Communists. Much of this vast horde of money is being used to
‘socialize’ the United States.” And, also like Beck, Manion’s speeches
and radio addresses were always chock full of Christian nationalism.

The particular issue that had Manion crisscrossing the country
speaking from 1952 to 1954 was the Bricker Amendment, a proposed
constitutional amendment, named for Senator John W. Bricker of Ohio,
to limit the president’s power to negotiate with foreign countries and
make treaties. Several versions of this amendment were proposed in
the first half of the 1950s, and Manion supported the most extreme
version, which would have required a referendum in every one of the
forty-eight states in order for any treaty to go into effect. To give a
sense of the kind of crazy arguments that were being used in favor of
the Bricker Amendment, one example that was used to explain how a
treaty could take away the rights of American citizens was that, because
treaties became the law of the land, if the president signed a treaty
with India, that treaty could make it illegal for an American citizen to
butcher a cow here in America.

Now, getting back to how Clarence Manion’s words ended up being
misconstrued and turned into the alleged Madison ten commandments
quote, we need to look at the speech, or actually two speeches, that
Manion was giving from 1952 to 1954. The first of the two speeches,
titled “Blueprint for Freedom” was the speech Manion was giving in
1952 and 1953. The second, titled “The Constitution is Your Business,”
which was Manion’s standard speech by 1954, contained much of the
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same material as his “Blueprint for Freedom,” including a version of
what would be turned into the Madison ten commandments quote. His
“Blueprint for Freedom” speech, however, is clearly the speech that
spawned the Madison misquote. 

As already mentioned, in his speeches, Manion would present a real,
although paraphrased, quote from James Madison. The real Madison
quote that Manion was paraphrasing is found in the following passage
from Federalist No. 39 (emphasis added):

The first question that offers itself is, whether the general form and

aspect of the government be strictly republican? It is evident that no

other form would be reconcilable with the genius of the people of

America; with the fundamental principles of the revolution; or with that

honorable determination which animates every votary of freedom, to

rest all our political experiments on the capacity of mankind for

self-government.3

Over the years, other researchers investigating the alleged Madison
ten commandments quote have noted that this one phrase from
Madison – “to rest all our political experiments on the capacity of
mankind for self-government” – is very similar to the phrase “We have
staked the future of all of our political institutions upon the capacity of
mankind for self-government” in the alleged ten commandments quote,
and that this might be where at least this one part of the alleged quote
came from. 

The name Clarence Manion has also been brought up by a few of
these other researchers, but never as the direct source of the misquote.
Robert Alley, for example, mentioned Manion in the paper that he
wrote for the 1995 symposium at William and Mary mentioned in the
previous chapter. But Alley only brought up Manion as an example of the
“numerous commentators from the political right over the past several
decades” 4 who have tried to advance a connection between James
Madison and the ten commandments. As part of his using Manion as
an example, Alley quoted a passage from something written by Manion
in 1964 in which Manion had referenced both the ten commandments
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and what Madison wrote in Federalist No. 39. Alley, however, dismissed
Manion at this point as being the direct source of the misquote, saying,
“while Manion espouses generally the same sentiment about the Ten
Commandments as does the Barton material, the references to the
Decalogue are utterly different from the Barton version.”5 And, because
Alley had dismissed what Manion wrote as close but no cigar, so did
other researchers who followed him. Had Alley pursued this Manion
angle further, however, he might have eventually discovered that he was
on the right track, and that Manion was, in fact, the direct source of
the misquote.

As already mentioned, Manion was not deliberately misquoting
Madison in his speeches. He was paraphrasing him, but it is very clear
from where Manion put the quotation marks in printed versions of his
speeches exactly what he was presenting as a Madison quote and what
were his own comments. Although it was his “Blueprint for Freedom”
speech, which we’ll get to in a minute, that contained all of the phrases
that ended up becoming the alleged Madison quote, you can see very
clearly in the printed version of his “The Constitution is Your Business”
speech that the only thing he was presenting as a quote from Madison
was the one sentence beginning “We have staked the whole future of
American civilization ...,” and that the words “the Ten Commandments
of God,” which in this speech came before the paraphrased Madison
quote, were his own words, and not part of what he was presenting as
a Madison quote (emphasis added):

There are three things that you must sell. You must sell the Declaration

of Independence, the Constitution of the United States and, yes, the

Ten Commandments of God. Because when all this was done,

somebody asked James Madison why this government won’t work.

“Nobody has ever done this to government before. It won’t function.

You can’t treat government like this; it has no power.” And Madison

answered classically. He said, “We have staked the whole future of

American civilization not upon the power of government, far from

it, but upon the capacity of mankind for self-government.” 6
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Now, let’s look at Manion’s “Blueprint for Freedom” speech, the
speech that contained all of the phrases that ended up in the alleged
Madison ten commandments quote. For this speech, we also have a
printed version, this one unquestionably supplied by Manion himself,
showing exactly where he put the quotation marks:

Then Madison added this, and here is what we have really forgotten.

He said, “We have staked the future of our American political institutions”

not upon the power of government, far from it. We have staked the future

of our civilization “upon the capacity of mankind for self-government.”

Self-government – you say, well that means politics, voting. No,

Madison meant what he said, that the future of this country depended

upon our capacity to govern ourselves, to control ourselves, to restrain

ourselves, under the Ten Commandments of the Creator.7

The above version, which appeared in a number of newspapers in
Texas in March 1853, came from a printed copy supplied to a reporter
by Manion of the version of the “Blueprint for America” speech that
he had delivered in November 1952 at the 64th Convention of the
National Paint, Varnish and Lacquer Association in Chicago. You can
see two things from this version. First, you can see that the only words
that Manion put in quotation marks as a quote from Madison were “We
have staked the future of our American political institutions” and
“upon the capacity of mankind for self-government.” And, second, you
can see, almost verbatim, the rest of what ended up in the alleged
Madison ten commandments quote – “upon our capacity to govern
ourselves, to control ourselves, to restrain ourselves, under the Ten
Commandments of the Creator.”

While a few of the words in the above version differ slightly from
the alleged Madison ten commandments quote – like his saying “the Ten
Commandments of the Creator” rather than “the Ten Commandments
of God,” as he did in his “The Constitution is Your Business” speech –
Manion’s words are so incredibly close to the exact wording of the
alleged Madison quote that there can be no question that Manion’s
speech was the source of the alleged quote. Bear in mind, of course,
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that Manion was giving this speech over and over to so many groups
that he no doubt had it memorized and would not likely have been
reading it word for word from the printed copy in front of him, which
would account for any slight variations in his wording here or there.

The only other difference is the word “restrain” rather than the
word “sustain.” Manion always used the word “restrain” in this part of
his speech, but its ending up being “sustain” in the alleged Madison
ten commandments quote could easily be explained by the fact that
the words “restrain” and “sustain” are similar enough that someone
transcribing the speech from a recording or taking notes at one of
Manion’s speeches could have misheard “restrain” as “sustain.”

So, while we’ll probably never know the exact version of Manion’s
speech that was misquoted to combine Manion’s ten commandments
comment with his paraphrasing of Madison to turn the whole thing into
the infamous Madison ten commandments quote, or exactly who it was
that misquoted Manion to create this Madison misquote, there is no
question that the source of the misquote was Manion’s speech, where
every phrase that appears in the alleged Madison quote can be found.

But here’s where things get interesting. Manion didn’t start giving
his “Blueprint for Freedom” speech until 1952, but one of the sources
cited by David Barton for the alleged Madison ten commandments
quote is from 1939. If this alleged Madison quote appeared in a book
that was published in 1939, thirteen years before Manion began giving
his speech, then the theory that Manion’s speech was the original
source of the misquote is obviously out the window, right? Well, not
so fast. There’s a little problem with this 1939 source that Barton cites.
It doesn’t appear to exist.

In the 1992 edition of his book The Myth of Separation, Barton
cited two sources for the alleged Madison quote. One was the 1958
issue of Progressive Calvinism, in which, as mentioned earlier, the
quote was reprinted from the 1958 Spiritual Mobilization calendar.
Barton’s other source was a book titled Liberty! Cry Liberty! written
by Harold K. Lane and published by the Lamb and Lamb Tractarian
Society in Boston in 1939. An exhaustive search, however, has turned
up no trace of this 1939 book. And, it isn’t only that no trace of the book
can be found. No trace of its author or publisher can be found either.

Here, I need to jump into the first person to explain the exhaustive
search that I have done for this 1939 book, and why I began to doubt
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that this book actually existed.
When I first began looking into this alleged Madison quote, I did

what I always do when looking into what appears to be a fabricated or
altered quote in a David Barton book – I looked to see what his sources
were so that I could check them for myself. In most cases, the sources
cited by Barton are readily available and easy to check, either online
or by finding a copy of whatever he’s citing from a used bookseller.
Sometimes, however, he’ll cite a source that’s obscure enough to require
some hunting, but it’s very rare not to be able to find a library or an
archive relatively quickly that has a copy of even the most obscure of
these sources and order photocopies of them. In fact, I don’t recall any
case in which I was completely unable to locate a source cited by
Barton – until I tried to find this 1939 book Liberty! Cry Liberty!

I began with the methods I usually use to find an old book. I searched
WorldCat.org, a site that searches university and public library catalogs
around the world, but found nothing. I searched all the used and rare
bookseller websites, again finding nothing. I searched the catalog on
the Library of Congress website, still finding nothing. I searched the
online book archives, such as Google Books, but nothing turned up in
those searches except for a slew of other revisionist history books
citing this 1939 book as a source.

Now, my initial search was back in 2007, when digital archives and
other online resources were far from being as complete as they are
today, so when I couldn’t turn up any trace of this 1939 book online,
I contacted several libraries – the New York Public Library, the Library
of Congress, and also the Boston Public Library, since the place of
publication listed in Barton’s source was Boston. By this time, I had
broadened my search to include not only the particular book Liberty!
Cry Liberty!, but also any records of anything else written by its author,
Harold K. Lane, or published by its publisher, the Lamb and Lamb
Tractarian Society.

None of these libraries could find any record of a book titled Liberty!
Cry Liberty!, anything else written by a Harold K. Lane, or anything at
all published by a Lamb and Lamb Tractarian Society. 

The reference librarian at the Library of Congress checked not
only the library’s digital catalog, but also its old card catalog in case
the book hadn’t yet been entered in the digital catalog. They also
checked other listings, such as the National Union Catalog and the
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Readers’ Guide to Periodical Literature, to see if any listing for it might
turn up in those sources. But they found nothing.

A reference librarian at the Boston Public Library’s Department of
Rare Books & Manuscripts, who also brought in someone from the
library’s Social Science Department to assist with the search, couldn’t
find anything either. They also searched the Boston city directories for
the years around the time that the book was supposedly published, but
could find no listing for a Lamb and Lamb Tractarian Society.

At some point during this search, it occurred to me that something
seemed odd about the name of the publisher – that a publisher in Boston
in 1939 was calling itself a “tractarian society.” Why did this seem odd?
Because the Tractarian Movement, also called the Oxford Movement,
was a very specific, well-known, and highly criticized movement in the
Anglican Church in England in the mid-1800s to make the Anglican
Church more Catholic. It is extremely unlikely that anybody in 1939
would be calling themselves a tractarian society, not only because the
tractarian movement had completely died out by the very early 1900s,
but because any publisher of religious materials at that time would
have known that calling themselves a “tractarian society” would imply
a connection to the Tractarian Movement. In other words, it didn’t
seem likely that any publisher of religious materials in 1939 would be
using the term “tractarian society” just in a general sense of meaning
a publisher of tracts. But, as sure as I was of this, I nevertheless did an
extensive search of religious periodicals and newspapers from the
1930s and 1940s to see if the term “tractarian” might have taken on a
more general meaning by that time. What I found was that it absolutely
had not. Every single instance of the use of the word “tractarian” that
I could find during this time period was in the context of an historical
reference to the Tractarian Movement.

With the Boston Public Library being unable to find any trace of the
Lamb and Lamb Tractarian Society, and with this oddity of a publisher
in 1939 calling itself a “tractarian society” being interesting but not
getting me any closer to tracking down this elusive publisher or the
book Liberty! Cry Liberty!, I turned my attention to this mysterious
book’s equally mysterious author, Harold K. Lane.

The book’s having been published in Boston didn’t necessarily mean,
of course, that its author lived in Boston, so, while I did do a search of
the Boston and other Massachusetts city directories for a listing for a
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Harold Lane, I also searched the United States censuses for 1920 and
1930, looking for anyone named Harold Lane (or any variant, such as
Harry Lane, H. Lane, etc.) who would have at least been of the right age
in 1920 and 1930 to have made their age in 1939 an age at which they
might have written a book. This ruled out most of the Harold Lanes
listed in the censuses for those years (e.g., a Harold Lane whose age
was listed as two years old in the 1930 census would only have been
eleven years old in 1939). I then looked at the education levels and
occupations of the remaining Harold Lanes, which ruled out even more
of them (e.g., a Harold Lane who was an adult in 1930 but was listed as
having less than a grammar school education and an occupation of a
farm laborer was not likely to have been an author nine years later).
But, while this search of the 1920 and 1930 censuses did significantly
narrow down the field of possible Harold Lanes, it still left a number
who could have been the Harold K. Lane (e.g., a Harold Lane who was
a teenager in 1930 and listed as a student could quite possibly have
been an author in 1939). 

At this point, which was around 2009, I temporarily put my search
for Harold K. Lane on hold, knowing that the 1940 census was going to
be made public soon (a U.S. census is made public seventy years after
it is done). If I waited for the 1940 census, which was done just a year
after the 1939 book was published, I would be able to look up any of
the Harold Lanes that I had found in the 1930 census who were old
enough in 1930 to have become an author by 1939, as well as do a
search of the entire 1940 census for any other possible Harold Lanes.

There were about a hundred Harold Lanes (or Harry Lanes, or H.
Lanes, etc.) listed in the 1940 census. Of this hundred or so, almost
all could be eliminated for the same reasons that those in the earlier
censuses seemed like extremely unlikely candidates – their education
levels and occupations. The chances that someone who, in 1940, was a
truck driver or factory worker with a grammar school education or less
had written a book a year earlier in 1939 were obviously slim to none.

From the 1940 census, I was down to just a handful of possibilities.
None of these remaining Harold Lanes had their occupation listed as a
writer, or as anything else that would seem to be related to the writing
of such a book. Nevertheless, for this handful of Harold Lanes whose
age and level of education made it possible that, whatever their listed
occupation, they could have been a writer on the side, I dug a bit further
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to find out more about them. I searched newspaper archives for anything
about them in their local papers, and also looked up their obituaries –
searching for anything about their lives that might indicate that they
were a person who might have had some reason to write a book in 1939
containing the alleged James Madison quote. While nothing I found in
this search that provided any information either way as to whether or
not any of these remaining Harold Lanes might have written this
book, the search did absolutely rule out a few of them because their
obituaries gave their middle initials, which had not been listed in the
census, and their middle initials were something other than K.

While the results of all my searching for the mysterious Harold K.
Lane are, of course, not completely conclusive, there just doesn’t seem
to have been anyone named Harold K. Lane who was likely to have
written the book Liberty! Cry Liberty! Putting that together with the
fact that there is no trace of this book itself in any library, as well as no
trace of anything called the Lamb and Lamb Tractarian Society, the
obvious next question is: Is it possible that this source was fabricated?
And that’s a question that can’t be answered conclusively because you
can’t prove that something doesn’t exist.

Now, so far, I’ve referred only to David Barton’s citing of this 1939
book, specifically saying that it was the 1992 edition of his book The
Myth of Separation in which he cited it. The reason for specifying the
1992 edition is that Barton did not cite this 1939 book as his source
for the alleged Madison quote in his earlier editions of The Myth of
Separation. The only source he cited for this alleged quote in the first
four editions of The Myth of Separation was another revisionist book,
America’s Providential History by Mark Beliles and Stephen McDowell,
which contained the alleged quote but gave no source for it. 

While Barton’s The Myth of Separation is certainly the source from
which most other revisionists have copied the Liberty! Cry Liberty!
source, Barton wasn’t the first revisionist to cite this book as a source.
That honor appears to go to George Grant, who cited it as his source
for several quotes, including the Madison ten commandments quote,
in his 1989 book Trial and Error: The American Civil Liberties Union
and Its Impact on Your Family, making it entirely possible that Barton
simply copied this source from George Grant’s book into the 1992
edition of The Myth of Separation, just as a slew of other revisionists
have since copied it from Barton’s book.
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So, where does this leave us? We have a speech from Clarence
Manion in which he used every single phrase that ended up in the alleged
James Madison ten commandments quote. The first verifiable appearance
of the alleged Madison quote was in 1958, just a few years after Manion
was giving this speech. It can be found nowhere prior to Manion’s speech.
It would therefore seem unquestionable that a misquoting of Manion’s
speech, combining Manion’s paraphrasing of Madison with Manion’s
own words about what Madison said, was the original source of the
alleged Madison quote. The only thing that would seem to make it
impossible for Manion’s speech to have been the original source of the
alleged Madison quote is the claim of David Barton and George Grant
that this quote appeared in a book published in 1939, predating Man-
ion’s speech by thirteen years – a book that not only can’t be found in
any library anywhere, but for which no trace of the existence of its
publisher can be found. With the evidence that the alleged Madison
quote originated with Manion’s speech being so incredibly strong, the
burden of proof is on David Barton and George Grant to produce this
1939 book that they’ve cited as their source and prove that the infa-
mous James Madison ten commandments quote didn’t originate in
the 1950s with Clarence Manion’s speech.

But why should we even care about this alleged Madison quote or
proving, once and for all, that it is, in fact, a bogus quote. Well, one
good reason to care about this bogus Madison quote is that students in
our public schools are now being taught that it is a real quote – that
James Madison really said that the future of our civilization depends
upon governing ourselves according to the ten commandments.

As mentioned at the end of the last chapter, this bogus Madison ten
commandments quote now appears in the National Council on Bible
Curriculum in Public Schools (NCBCPS) curriculum. It is one of six of
the quotes from David Barton’s “Unconfirmed Quotations” list that
were put into in this curriculum, even though Barton, a member of the
NCBCPS advisory board, tells his followers not to use these quotes. But
while the other five of Barton’s “Unconfirmed Quotations” appear in
a section of the curriculum’s unit on the Bible in American history
headed “Sampling of Famous Quotations Regarding the Bible, Religion,
& America’s Judeo-Christian Heritage,” the bogus Madison quote
appears in a different part of the curriculum – its unit titled “Hebrew
Law, Exodus Chapters 20-40.” This is the version of the fake quote used
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by the NCBCPS, which appears as the very first thing on the first page
of the curriculum’s “Hebrew Law” unit:

We have staked the whole future of American Civilization,
not upon the power of governments, far from it. We have
staked the future ... upon the capacity of each and all of us to
govern ourselves, to sustain ourselves, according to the Ten
Commandments of God.

President James Madison

And the fake Madison quote is immediately followed by this John
Quincy Adams misquote:

The law given from Sinai was a civil and municipal as well as
a moral and religious code; it contained many statutes ... of
universal application – laws essential to the existence of men
in society, and most of which have been enacted by every
nation, which ever professed any code of laws.

President John Quincy Adams

As in many revisionist history books, a big part of this John Quincy
Adams quote is deleted and replaced with an ellipsis. This is the entire
quote, with the part deleted by the NCBCPS in bold:

The law given from Sinai was a civil and municipal as well as a moral

and religious code; it contained many statutes adapted to that time

only, and to the particular circumstances of the nation to whom it

was given; they could of course be binding upon them, and only

upon them, until abrogated by the same authority which enacted

them, as they afterward were by the Christian dispensation: but

many others were of universal application – laws essential to the

existence of men in society, and most of which have been enacted by

every nation, which ever professed any code of laws.8

It’s obvious why the revisionists need to edit this quote, of course.
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Their claim is that the ten commandments are the basis of our laws,
but John Quincy Adams was very explicitly saying the opposite  – that
many of the Old Testament’s laws were “adapted to that time only, and
to the particular circumstances” of the ancient Jews, and that “they
could of course be binding upon them, and only upon them.”

What follows in the NCBCPS curriculum after these Madison and
John Quincy Adams misquotes is an attempt to show that all of the ten
commandments – not just the usual three examples those forbidding
murder, stealing, and perjury, but all ten of the commandments – appear
in American laws. What the NCBCPS uses as its example in its attempt
to demonstrate how all ten of the ten commandments can be found in
American civil and criminal laws is the laws of the state of Kentucky.
Needless to say, some of the comparisons of Kentucky laws to the ten
commandments used by the NCBCPS are very big stretches – the
state’s pornography laws are a prohibition of making a “graven image;”
the acknowledgement of God in the state constitution’s preamble is an
example of “Thou shalt have no other Gods before me;” the fee for a
minor’s marriage application is an example of “Honor thy father and
thy mother.”

This is the NCBCPS’s comparison of the ten commandments and
the laws of Kentucky, which is now being taught in our public schools:

An Example for Comparison:
THE TEN COMMANDMENTS and the Civil and Criminal

Laws of the State of Kentucky

I. THOU SHALT HAVE NO OTHER GODS BEFORE ME.
Kentucky encourages the public recognition of God. E.g.,
“Preamble of the Kentucky Constitution. We the people of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky, grateful to Almighty God for the
civil, political and religious liberties we enjoy, and invoking
the continuance of these blessings, do ordain and establish
this Constitution...”

II. THOU SHALT NOT MAKE UNTO THEE ANY GRAVEN
IMAGE.

Kentucky prohibits certain forms of graven images and what
might be considered “mental idolatry.” E.g., Kentucky Revised
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Statutes (KRS) 531.020 prohibits distribution of obscenity;
KRS 531.010 prohibits distribution of pornography; KRS
531.030 prohibits distribution to a minor; etc.

III. THOU SHALT NOT TAKE THE NAME OF THE LORD
THY GOD IN VAIN.

Kentucky prohibits false oaths where God is appealed to as a
witness of truth. E.g., KRS 523.020 defines and criminalizes
perjury (a false oath). 

IV. REMEMBER THE SABBATH DAY AND KEEP IT HOLY.
Kentucky restricts certain activities on Sundays. E.g., KRS
436.160 criminalizes work on Sundays as an “offense against
morality;” KRS 436.165 restrains sales activities on Sunday
subject to control; etc.

V. HONOR THY FATHER AND THY MOTHER, THAT 
THY DAYS MAY BE LONG.

Kentucky encourages parental respect and obedience. E.g.,
KRS 402.020 imposes a fee for a minor’s application to marry
without parental consent; KRS 311.732 requires parental
consent for any minor seeking an abortion; etc.

VI. THOU SHALT NOT KILL.
Kentucky prohibits murder. E.g., KRS 506.030 criminalizes
solicitation of murder; KRS 507.020 defines and prohibits
murder; KRS 507.030 defines and prohibits manslaughter;
etc.

VII. THOU SHALT NOT COMMIT ADULTERY.
Kentucky protects marriage. E.g., KRS 411.040 (“An accusa-
tion of incest, fornication or adultery against any person shall
be actionable. In such a case the plaintiff shall not be required
to allege or prove special damage.”); KRS 530.010 prohibits
Bigamy; KRS 530.020 prohibits incest; KRS 392.090 bars
certain property claims in cases of divorce or adultery; etc.

VIII. THOU SHALT NOT STEAL.
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Kentucky protects private property. E.g., KRS 514.030 defines
and prohibits theft; KRS Ch. 515 defines and prohibits
robbery; KRS 432.350 prohibits giving and taking bribes;
KRS 411.095 imposes liability for stealing goods of a retailer;
KRS 506.030 criminalizes solicitation of theft; KRS 516.020
prohibits forgery; etc.

IX. THOU SHALT NOT BEAR FALSE WITNESS.
Kentucky forbids lying and defamation. E.g., KRS 523.020
criminalizes perjury; KRS 432.280 allows criminal prosecution
for libel or slander; KRS 304.12-060 criminalizes making
false or defamatory statements concerning an insurer; etc.

X. THOU SHALT NOT COVET THY NEIGHBOR’S HOUSE -
WIFE, ETC.

Kentucky forbids acting upon covetousness, or, the illicit desire
of anything that is the property of another. E.g., KRS 506.404
[sic – this should be 506.040] criminalizes conspiracy; KRS
506.050 defines and prohibits conspiracy; etc.

So, let’s look at some of the obvious problems with the NCBCPS’s
comparison.

For commandment #1: First of all, a preamble to a constitution is
not a civil or criminal law. A preamble is just a statement from those
writing a document giving the reasons they are writing that document.9

And, second, to say that Kentucky, through its constitution’s preamble,
encourages the public recognition of God” is the same thing as the
first commandment’s directive to “have no other gods before me” is
ridiculous. Even if the preamble actually were a law, it says nothing
about which god it’s talking about or that people aren’t free to worship
some god other than the god of the Bible.

For commandment #2: Using the NCBCPS’s logic that pornography
qualifies as a “graven image,” all forms of visual entertainment that
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people can become obsessed with – from video games to soap operas to
reality TV – could be considered graven images. If the reason for
Kentucky’s pornography laws is the second commandment, then why
hasn’t the state made laws prohibiting these other forms of “mental
idolatry.” Also, the Kentucky laws cited by the NCBCPS only prohibit
the distribution of pornography. They do not prohibit the making of
such “graven images” for private use, as the second commandment
does. A person in Kentucky is free to “make unto thee any graven
image” that they want to, as long as they’re not making it with intent
to distribute.

For commandment #3: For this one, the NCBCPS just uses the
same perjury law that it uses for commandment #9. And, of course,
this same Kentucky law that prohibits false oaths also prohibits false
secular affirmations, which are equally recognized by the law. In fact,
nowhere does this law even mention God, let alone specifically single
out “false oaths where God is appealed to as a witness of truth,” as the
NCBCPS curriculum implies. The entire definition of the word “oath”
in the definitions section of the Kentucky law is “an affirmation or other
legally authorized manner of attesting to the truth of a statement.”

For commandment #5: The assertion that the fee imposed by KRS
402.020 “encourages parental respect and obedience” is ridiculous. In
fact, it does exactly the opposite! The NCBCPS curriculum says only
that the law “imposes a fee for a minor’s application to marry without
parental consent.” It neglects to mention this “minor’s application to
marry without parental consent” is an exception to the law’s parental
consent requirement, and what the reason for this exception is. It
allows minors to marry without parental consent if the girl is pregnant.
So, in cases of pregnancy, the minor can disregard their parents and
get permission from a judge to get married. The application for this
permission from a judge costs $5. Yes, this $5 fee for a pregnant minor
to apply to get married without parental consent is what the NCBCPS
curriculum claims “encourages parental respect and obedience” and
is an example of the fifth commandment’s being a part of the laws of
Kentucky.

For commandment #10: The uniqueness of the tenth commandment
is, of course, that it is the only one that is violated by thoughts alone,
without any action. So, the fact that “Kentucky forbids acting upon
covetousness” by means of its conspiracy laws is obviously irrelevant.
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The Kentucky law requires that “an overt act in furtherance of the
conspiracy” be committed. It is perfectly legal for a person or persons
to have an “illicit desire” for anything they want, and even to formulate
a plan as to how they would illicitly obtain the object of their desire, as
long as they don’t act on that plan. And the other obvious problem with
claiming that a conspiracy law is an example of a law based on the
tenth commandment is that a conspiracy requires that at least one
other person be involved. The tenth commandment says “Thou shalt
not covet ...,” not “Thou and thine co-conspirators shalt not covet stuff
together, but it’s totally kosher for thou to covet stuff on thine own.”

Yes, this is what is now being taught in our public schools via the
NCBCPS curriculum – lessons that not only include completely fake
historical quotes like the Madison ten commandments quote and
butchered quotes like the one from John Quincy Adams, but distort
whatever else needs to be distorted in order to convince the students
in our public high schools that our laws are based on the Bible. 
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